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Dekorform is a business to business company that manufactures profile
wrapped products for a variety of industries Australia wide.
Profiles are custom made to suit individual customer requirements and
are manufactured with a comprehensive variety of designs and finishes.
Quality raw materials are sourced from local and global markets
ensuring the finished products meet the exacting standards demanded
by our customers.
We work with our customers in delivering value added and cost-effective
solutions to meet their specific briefs.
Australia’s leading manufacturers of Furniture, Caravans, Caskets,
Kitchens, Flooring and Interior Building products all use products
manufactured by Dekorform.

Make your point of difference with Dekorform

process. Overlay options include the natural
beauty of Real Timber Veneer as well as
Decorative Papers & PVC films in a choice of
solid colours, abstracts or woodgrain finishes.
Various substrates include MDF, Finger Jointed
Pine, Aluminium and Plastic extrusions.

Dekorform is a privately owned family business
with an exceptionally strong background in
manufacturing. Established in 1980 Dekorform
pioneered the Profile Wrapping process in
Australia. Today Dekorform employs a highly
skilful team and operates four profile moulders
and six profile wrapping lines.
For over 30 years Dekorform has developed

The use of Profile Wrapped Mouldings provides

a reputation for high quality products and

the consistency required to meet the demands

personalised service.

of high volume detailed production. Once

Make your point of difference with Dekorform.

wrapped the profiles are finished with no
painting required.

environmental

a decorative overlay to a substrate in a lineal

history

profile wrapping

Profile wrapping is the process of laminating

Dekorform is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment.
Our decisions are made with minimal negative impact on our
environment. It is an intrinsic part of the way we do business daily.
Our Customwood© is sourced from managed and renewable plantation
pine and is Australian Forestry Standard chain of custody certified.
Finger Jointed Pine is sourced from sustainable forests and is a
recovered waste product by its very nature.
We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs
including aluminium and metals, used oils and timber waste. We
subscribe to local government environmental initiatives and voluntary
audits as well as our own internal Energy and Carbon Management
Policy (ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy
Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.

Value add to your business with Dekorform
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look finished to the highest quality. Scotia and
skirting profiles also compliment the floor colour
or can be supplied in a solid white.

acoustic absorption. Unlike solid timber which could resonate,
these battens are made from MDF. The homogeneous and
stable structure of MDF makes it an excellent acoustic
materials solution. The battens can be assembled on ceilings,
as wall panelling or as screening. The battens are also used for
decorative visual features.
T-moulds in suspended ceilings are wrapped to match the

Furniture segments rely on Dekorform for
the variety of moulds and finishes we supply
for their specific niche requirements. We
match colours and surfaces to their existing
products, and our woodgrain looks are a low
cost solution to real timber products which
allow our customers to compete with the
challenge of imports.

caravan

existing floor colours to provide a continuous

Decorative acoustic battens are the perfect way to provide

furniture

offer by wrapping aluminium profiles to match

building

flooring

The flooring segment has value added their

With our close supplier relationships we are
able to work together with our customers and
wrap dekorform profiles exactly matched to our
customers’ doors and panels. Profiles can have
traditional soft curves or modern sharp lines
and once wrapped provide a seamless look
consistent with the fit out. Extrusions can also
be part of an efficient construction method.

decorative acoustic panel inlay. The moulds can also be
wrapped in a contrasting colour to add effect.
Wrapped door jambs and skirtings are supplied as a finished
product and do not require painting.

There is a huge array of possibilities, contact us to discuss your ideas today.

Profiles shown within may be subject to patents owned by our customers. Under no circumstances can they be reproduced.
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